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Abstract. We present a new abstraction technique for the exploration
of graph transformation systems with infinite state spaces. This tech-
nique is based on patterns, simple graphs describing structures of interest
that should be preserved by the abstraction. Patterns are collected into
pattern graphs, layered graphs that capture the hierarchical composition
of smaller patterns into larger ones. Pattern graphs are then abstracted
to a finite universe of pattern shapes by collapsing equivalent patterns.
This paper shows how the application of production rules can be lifted to
pattern shapes, resulting in an over-approximation of the original system
behaviour and thus enabling verification on the abstract level.

1 Introduction

Graph transformation (GT) is a framework that, on one hand, is intuitive and
flexible enough to serve as a basic representation of many kinds of structures,
and, on the other hand, is precise and powerful enough to formally describe sys-
tem behaviour. Many techniques and tools have been proposed to analyse the
behaviour of GT systems. In particular, systems with infinite state spaces pose a
challenge since they require some form of abstraction. A key aspect when design-
ing such abstractions is the trade-off between preserving the expressive power of
GT and managing the complexity of the abstraction mechanism. This trade-off
has been considered at various points of its scale on the different abstractions
given in the literature [1,3,17].

In this paper we present a new abstraction based on graph patterns (simple
edge-labelled graphs), to be used in the analysis of infinite-state GT systems.
The novelty of the approach lies in the flexibility for tuning the abstraction
according to the substructures of interest, represented via a type graph. At the
concrete level we work with pattern graphs, a layered structure that describes the
composition of patterns. The abstraction of pattern graphs gives rise to pattern
shapes, which are bounded structures forming a finite universe.

In this work we define how pattern graphs and pattern shapes are constructed
from simple graphs, and we show how the application of GT rules can be lifted
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to these new structures. Our major result is a proof that the abstract state space
obtained by transforming pattern shapes is an over-approximation of the original
system behaviour, thus enabling verification on the abstract level. This text is an
abridged version of [16] where all technical details, including proofs, are given.

2 Simple Graphs

In its basic form, a graph is composed of nodes and directed binary edges.

Definition 1 (graph). A graph is a tuple G = 〈NG, EG, srcG, tgtG〉 where
– NG is a finite set of nodes;
– EG is a finite set of edges, disjoint from NG; and
– srcG : EG →NG and tgtG : EG →NG are mappings associating each edge to

its source and target nodes, respectively. �
For a node v ∈ NG, we consider the set of edges outgoing from and incoming to
v, defined as v�G = {e ∈ EG | srcG(e) = v} and v�G = {e ∈ EG | tgtG(e) = v},
respectively. A path in G is a non-empty sequence of edges π = e1 · · · ek such
that tgtG(ei) = srcG(ei+1) for 1 ≤ i < k. For convenience, we write src(π) =
srcG(e1) and tgt(π) = tgtG(ek). Paths π1, π2 are parallel if src(π1) = src(π2) and
tgt(π1) = tgt(π2). Furthermore, v is a predecessor of w in G, denoted v ≤G w, if
either v = w or there is a path π with src(π) = v and tgt(π) = w.

Definition 2 (graph morphism). A graph morphism between graphs G, H is
a function m : (NG ∪ EG)→(NH ∪ EH), such that m(NG) ⊆ NH , m(EG) ⊆ EH ,
srcH ◦ m = m ◦ srcG, and tgtH ◦ m = m ◦ tgtG. �

If function m is injective (surjective, bijective) then the morphism is called injec-
tive (surjective, bijective). A bijective morphism is also called an isomorphism
and we write G 
 H to denote that there is an isomorphism between G and H .
We use m : G → H as a short-hand notation for m : (NG ∪ EG) → (NH ∪ EH).
If G ⊆ H , we use emb(G, H) to denote the embedding of G into H .

Let Lab be a finite set of labels, partitioned into disjoint unary and binary
label sets, denoted LabU and LabB, respectively.

Definition 3 (simple graph). A simple graph G is a graph extended with an
edge labelling function labG : EG → Lab, where
– for all e ∈ EG, if labG(e) ∈ LabU then srcG(e) = tgtG(e); and
– for any e1, e2 ∈ EG, if srcG(e1) = srcG(e2), tgtG(e1) = tgtG(e2), and

labG(e1) = labG(e2), then e1 = e2. �
The second condition in the definition above prohibits parallel edges with the
same label, justifying the choice of the term simple graph. The first condition
limits the occurrence of unary labels to self-edges, which are used to encode node
labels. We write 〈v, l, w〉 to represent an edge e with srcG(e) = v, labG(e) = l,
and tgtG(e) = w. The universe of simple graphs is denoted by SGraph.

Figure 1(a) shows an example of a simple graph representing a single-linked
list composed of five cells and a sentinel node to mark the head and tail elements
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Fig. 1. (a) Simple graph representing a linked list. (b,c) Two transformation rules.

of the list. Unary labels are shown inside their associated node and node identities
are displayed at the top left corner of each node.

Definition 4 (simple graph morphism). A simple graph morphism between
simple graphs G, H ∈ SGraph is a graph morphism m : G → H that preserves
edge labels, i.e., labH ◦ m = labG. �

We write SMorph to represent the universe of simple graph morphisms. Simple
graphs are transformed by simple graph rules.

Definition 5 (simple graph transformation rule). A simple graph trans-
formation rule r = 〈L, R〉 consists of two simple graphs L, R ∈ SGraph, called
left-hand side (lhs) and right-hand side (rhs), respectively. �

The relation between L and R is established by their common elements, via an
implicit identity morphism on L. We distinguish the following sets:
– Ndel = NL \ NR and Edel = EL \ ER are the sets of elements deleted; and
– Nnew = NR \ NL and Enew = ER \ EL are the elements created by the rule.

We write U = L∪R and Unew = Nnew∪Enew as short-hand notation, and we use
SRule to denote the universe of simple graph transformation rules. Figure 1(b,c)
shows rules removing the head element of a list (get) and inserting a new element
at the tail of the list (put).

Definition 6 (simple graph transformation). Let G be a simple graph and
r = 〈L, R〉 a simple graph transformation rule such that G and Unew are disjoint.
An application of r into G involves finding a match m of r into G, which is an
injective simple graph morphism m : L→G. Extend m to U by taking m∪ idUnew .
Given such m, rule r transforms G into a new simple graph H, where
– NH = (NG \ m(Ndel)) ∪ Nnew;
– EH = ({e ∈ EG | srcG(e), tgtG(e) �∈ m(Ndel)} \ m(Edel)) ∪ Enew;
– srcH = (srcG ∪ (m ◦ srcU ))|EH , tgtH = (tgtG ∪ (m ◦ tgtU ))|EH ; and
– labH = (labG ∪ labU )|EH . �

In the definition above, dangling edges are deleted, following the SPO approach.
Since we do not distinguish between isomorphic graphs, the assumption that
Unew and G are disjoint can be satisfied without loss of generality by taking an
isomorphic copy of U where the elements of Unew are fresh with respect to G.
We write G −r→ H to denote that the application of r to G (under some m) gives
rise to the transformed graph H .
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Definition 7 (simple graph grammar). A simple graph grammar is a tuple
G = 〈R, G0〉, with R a set of simple graph rules and G0 an initial simple graph.�
Our standard model of behaviour is a simple graph transition system (sgts).

Definition 8 (sgts). A simple graph transition system is a tuple SGTS =
〈S,→, ι〉 where S ⊆ SGraph is a set of states, → ⊆ S × SRule × S a set of rule
applications, and ι ∈ S is the initial state. Grammar G generates a SGTSG if
ι = G0 and S is the minimal set of graphs such that G ∈ S and G −r→ H for r ∈ R
implies that there exists H ′ ∈ S where H 
 H ′ and G −r→ H ′ is a transition. �

3 Pattern Graphs

Pattern graphs are the cornerstone graph representation in this work. We first
give a general definition, but in this paper we restrict ourselves to pattern graphs
that are well-formed, a condition that will be presented shortly.

Definition 9 (pattern graph). A pattern graph P is a graph extended with a
labelling function labP : NP ∪ EP →SGraph ∪ SMorph that maps nodes to simple
graphs (labP (NP ) ⊆ SGraph), and edges to simple graph morphisms (labP (EP ) ⊆
SMorph), such that labP (d) : labP (srcP (d))→ labP (tgtP (d)) is an injective, non-
surjective simple graph morphism, for all d ∈ EP . �
In categorical terms, a pattern graph corresponds to a diagram in the category
SGraph. Elements of NP and EP are called pattern nodes and pattern edges,
respectively. For p ∈ NP , labP (p) is the pattern of p. As with simple graphs,
we may write 〈p, f, q〉 as a short-hand for a pattern edge d with srcP (d) = p,
labP (d) = f , and tgtP (d) = q. Note that the restriction to non-surjective simple
graph morphisms means that the pattern of tgtP (d) is always strictly larger than
that of srcP (d), which in turn implies that a pattern graph is always a dag. We
layer the nodes of P according to the number of simple edges in their patterns
(for i ≥ 0): N i

P = {p ∈ NP | |EG| = i, G = labP (p)} and N i+

P =
⋃

j≥i N j
P .

Figure 2 shows an example of a pattern graph. Pattern nodes are drawn with
dashed lines and the associated patterns are shown inside the node. Pattern
edges are depicted as arrows labelled with their corresponding simple graph
morphisms, except that embeddings are omitted to avoid clutter. Layers are
indicated on the right. Note that there is no distinction between simple edges
with unary or binary labels for the purpose of layer assignment. From here on
we simplify the figures by showing only the patterns with labelled simple nodes.

Let d = 〈p, f, q〉 ∈ EP be a pattern edge and let G = labP (p). The image of d
is defined as imgP (d) = H where NH = f(NG), EH = f(EG), srcH = f ◦ srcG,
tgtH = f ◦ tgtG, and labH ◦ f = labG. It is easy to see that H ⊂ labP (q). We say
that every pattern edge d covers the sub-graph imgP (d). Furthermore, we call a
set of pattern edges E′ ⊆ EP jointly surjective if tgtP (d1) = tgtP (d2) = p for all
d1, d2 ∈ E′, and

⋃
d∈E′ imgP (d) = labP (p). As a equivalent term we say that the

pattern edges of E′ together cover labP (p).
A pattern graph P is called well-formed if (with G = labP (p))
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Fig. 2. Example of a pattern graph that is not well-formed and not commuting

– for all p ∈ N0
P , |NG| = 1;

– for all p ∈ N1
P and the unique e ∈ EG, NG = {srcG(e), tgtG(e)} and p�P

together cover NG; and
– for all p ∈ N2+

P , p�P together cover G.

In words, the patterns of level-0 pattern nodes consist of a single node, the
patterns of level-1 pattern nodes consist of a single edge and its end nodes, and
the patterns on any other level are determined by the combined images of their
predecessors. Another consequence of pattern morphisms being non-surjective is
that, on well-formed pattern graphs, there are no pattern edges between nodes of
the same layer. The universe of (well-formed) pattern graphs is denoted PGraph.
Note that the pattern graph in Figure 2 is not well-formed: pattern nodes p5,
p12, and p17 are not sufficiently covered by the incoming morphisms.

Definition 10 (pattern graph morphism). A pattern graph morphism be-
tween pattern graphs P, Q ∈ PGraph is a graph morphism m : P → Q, where,
1. for all p ∈ NP , there exists an isomorphism ϕp : labP (p)→ labQ(m(p)); and
2. for all d = 〈p, f, q〉 ∈ EP , ϕq ◦ f = f ′ ◦ ϕp, with f ′ = labQ(m(d)).

Moreover, m is called closed if, in addition,
3. for all p ∈ NP and d′ ∈ m(p)�Q, there exists d ∈ p�P with m(d) = d′; and
4. for all N ′ ⊆ NP and jointly surjective {d′k ∈ m(p)�Q | p ∈ N ′}k∈K (where

K is some index set), there are jointly surjective {dk ∈ p�P | p ∈ N ′}k∈K

with m(dk) = d′k, for all k ∈ K. �

The definition above states that m maps pattern nodes with isomorphic patterns
(condition 1) and that m is compatible with the simple graph morphisms of
pattern edges modulo isomorphism (condition 2). Closedness indirectly imposes
conditions on P : every pattern edge in Q whose target pattern node is in the
morphism image should itself also be the image of some pattern edge in P
(condition 3), and so should every jointly surjective set of pattern edges in Q
whose source pattern nodes are in the morphism image (condition 4).
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Definition 11. Let P be a pattern graph.
– P is called commuting when for all q ∈ N2+

P and any distinct d1, d2 ∈ q�P ,
if G = imgP (d1) ∩ imgP (d2) is not an empty graph, then there exist p ∈ NP

and parallel paths π1, π2 in P such that labP (p) = G, src(πi) = p, tgt(πi) = q,
and di ∈ πi, for i = 1, 2.

– P is called concrete if it satisfies the following properties:
1. for all distinct p, q ∈ NP , labP (p) �= labP (q); and
2. for all 〈p, f, q〉 ∈ EP , f = emb(labP (p), labP (q)). �

The commutativity condition states that common simple nodes and edges in pat-
terns always stem from a common ancestor. The pattern graph in Figure 2 is not
commuting: the pattern associated with pattern node p16 cannot be constructed
from its predecessors since there is no common ancestor for simple node v2.

The first concrete pattern graph condition states that all patterns are distinct
and the second condition that identities of simple graph elements are preserved
along pattern graph edges. For concrete pattern graphs P , we define the flatten-
ing of P as flat(P ) =

⋃
p∈NP

labP (p). The following states that we can essentially
always treat commuting pattern graphs as concrete.

Proposition 12. Let P be a pattern graph.
1. If P is concrete, then P is commuting.
2. If P is commuting, there is a concrete pattern graph Q isomorphic to P . �

So far we have not restricted the patterns occurring in a pattern graph, but
in practice we will only use typed patterns.

Definition 13 (pattern type graph). A pattern type graph T is a pattern
graph such that labT (p) �
 labT (q) for all distinct p, q ∈ NT . A T -type morphism
is a closed pattern graph morphism to T . �

Figure 3 shows an example of a pattern type graph. We call P a T -pattern graph
if it is typable by T , i.e., has a T -type morphism. It is easy to see that for a
given pattern type graph T , any pattern graph P has at most one morphism to
T . If this morphism exists but is not a type morphism (i.e., is not closed), it
is always possible to extend P to a T -pattern graph Q, namely by adding the
elements required by the morphism closure conditions.

Proposition 14. Let P be a concrete pattern graph and T a pattern type graph.
If there exists a morphism m : P → T , then there exists an unique (modulo
isomorphism) concrete T -pattern graph Q ⊇ P , and flat(P ) = flat(Q). �

We call Q the closure of P with respect to T , and denote it closeT (P ). Given
a pattern type graph T we can define the lifting operation P = liftT (G) from
simple graphs G to concrete T -pattern graphs P with typing morphism t:

– For all H ⊆ G such that there exists an isomorphism ϕH : H → labT (p′) for
some p′ ∈ NT , add a fresh pH to NP and let labP : pH �→ H , and t : pH �→ p′.

– For all pH ∈ NP and for every d′ ∈ t(pH)�T , let F ⊆ H be defined by
F = ϕ−1

H (imgT (d′)). Note that this implies F 
 labT (srcT (d′)), and therefore
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Fig. 4. Concrete pattern graph lifted from the simple graph of Figure 1 according to
the pattern type graph of Figure 3. The pattern equivalence relation ≡ (Definition 25)
over nodes of the pattern graph is shown with dotted rectangles.

there exists a pF ∈ NP . Add a fresh edge d to EP and let srcP : d �→ pF ,
tgtP : d �→ pH , labP : d �→ emb(F, H), and t : d �→ d′.

An example of a lifted concrete T -pattern graph is shown in Figure 4.

Proposition 15. Let T be a pattern type graph.
1. For any simple graph G, liftT (G) is a concrete T -pattern graph.
2. For any concrete T -pattern graph P , liftT (flat(P )) 
 P . �

Concrete T -pattern graphs are transformed by lifting simple graph rules to pat-
tern graph equivalents. Usually we only consider simple rules whose left hand
sides are patterns in T , i.e., for any simple graph rule r = 〈L, R〉, L 
 labT (p)
for some p ∈ NT . In this sense, a set of simple rules R constrains the choice of
type graph T , or, equivalently, T is extracted from set R.

Definition 16 (pattern graph transformation rule). A pattern graph rule
r = 〈λ, ρ〉 consists of two concrete T -pattern graphs λ (the lhs) and ρ (the rhs),
where for any x1 ∈ λ and x2 ∈ ρ, x1 = x2 if and only if labλ(x1) = labρ(x2). �

The definition above implies that there exists an identity pattern graph mor-
phism on λ ensuring the equality of patterns. Based on this identity, we distin-
guish the sets of pattern graph elements deleted and created by pattern graph
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Fig. 5. Pattern graph rule equivalent to the get rule of Figure 1

rules, as done previously for simple graphs. Also, we use Υ = λ∪ρ to denote the
pattern graph resulting from the union of lhs and rhs, and Υ new to represent
the set of pattern graph elements created by the rule. We use PRule to denote the
universe of pattern graph transformation rules, with one shown in Figure 5. A
simple graph rule r = 〈L, R〉 and a pattern graph rule r′ = 〈λ, ρ〉 are equivalent
if flat(λ) = L and flat(ρ) = R.

Essentially, what happens when a rule is applied is that graph elements are
removed and others are added. In a concrete pattern graph, each simple graph
element x is represented by a pattern node in N0

P (if x is a simple node) or N1
P

(if x is a simple edge), and it also contributes to all successor patterns; so when x
is removed, all those pattern nodes disappear. Conversely, adding simple graph
elements to a pattern graph means adding new pattern nodes to N0

P and N1
P ,

and then closing the resulting structure with respect to T .

Definition 17 (pattern graph transformation). Let P be a concrete pat-
tern graph, r = 〈L, R〉 a simple graph transformation rule, and r′ = 〈λ, ρ〉 an
equivalent pattern graph rule such that P and Υ new, and flat(P ) and Unew are dis-
joint. An application of r′ into P involves finding a match μ of r′ into P , which
is an injective pattern graph morphism μ : λ → P . Match μ implicitly induces a
simple graph match m : L→flat(P ). Extend μ to Υ and m to U by taking μ∪idΥ new

and m ∪ idUnew , respectively, and let N ′ = {q ∈ NP | p ∈ μ(Ndel), p ≤P q} and
E′ = {d ∈ EP | srcP (d) ∈ N ′or tgtP (d) ∈ N ′}. Given such μ, r′ transforms P
into closeT (Q), where Q is defined by

– NQ = (NP \ N ′) ∪ Nnew and EQ = (EP \ E′) ∪ Enew;
– srcQ = (srcP ∪ (μ ◦ srcΥ ))|EQ and tgtQ = (tgtP ∪ (μ ◦ tgtΥ ))|EQ ;

– for all p ∈ NQ, labQ :
{

p �→ labP (p) if p �∈ Nnew,
p �→ m(labρ(p)) otherwise; and

– for all d ∈ EQ, labQ : d �→ emb( labQ(srcQ(d)), labQ(tgtQ(d)) ). �

As with simple graph transformations, we can satisfy the disjointness assump-
tions of the definition above by taking isomorphic copies of r and r′ and the result
of the transformation is the same, modulo isomorphism. It is easy to see that
Q is a concrete pattern graph and therefore its closure w.r.t. T is well-defined.
Figure 6 shows an example of a pattern graph transformation.
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Fig. 6. Example of a pattern graph transformation. (a) Pattern graph to be trans-
formed, with match of rule get shown in bold. (b) Resulting pattern graph, with ele-
ments added by the closure operation shown in bold.

We come now to the first major result of this paper: simple and pattern graph
transformations are equivalent.

Theorem 18 (transformation equivalence). Let G be a simple graph, r =
〈L, R〉 a simple graph rule, and r′ = 〈λ, ρ〉 an equivalent pattern graph rule.
1. If G −r→ H is a simple graph transformation then there is a pattern graph

transformation liftT (G) =r′
=⇒ Q with Q 
 liftT (H).

2. If liftT (G) =r′
=⇒ Q is a pattern graph transformation then there is a simple

graph transformation G −r→ H with Q 
 liftT (H). �

The equivalence between simple graph and pattern graph transformations is
used to show the equivalence between simple graph transition systems (sgts,
Definition 8) and pattern graph transition systems (pgts, defined below).

Definition 19 (pattern graph grammar). A pattern graph grammar PT =
〈RT , P0〉 has a set of pattern graph rules RT and an initial T -pattern graph P0.�

We say that a simple graph grammar G = 〈R, G0〉 and a pattern graph grammar
PT = 〈R′

T , P0〉 are equivalent if for any simple graph rule r ∈ R there exists an
equivalent pattern graph rule r′ ∈ R′

T , and vice versa; and P0 = liftT (G0).

Definition 20 (pgts). A pattern graph transition system PGTS = 〈S,⇒, ι〉
consists of a set of states S ⊆ PGraph, a set of rule applications ⇒ ⊆ S×PRule×
S, and an initial state ι ∈ S. Grammar PT generates a PGTSP if ι = P0 and
S is the minimal set of graphs such that P ∈ S and P =r⇒ Q for r ∈ RT implies
that there exists Q′ ∈ S such that Q 
 Q′ and P =r⇒ Q′ is a transition. �

We conclude this section with our second major result, which establishes the
relation between a sgts and a pgts generated by equivalent grammars.

Theorem 21. Let T be a pattern type graph, G a simple graph grammar and
PT a pattern graph grammar equivalent to G. Transition systems SGTSG and
PGTSP are isomorphic. �
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Isomorphism is a quite interesting result because it implies that satisfaction of
μ-calculus formulae (and thus also CTL*, CTL, and LTL formulae) are preserved
among the two systems. This in turn means that we can discard the sgts and
perform verification (model-checking) on the pattern graph level. However, a
pgts may still be infinite, effectively preventing its construction.

4 Pattern Shapes

Pattern graphs are abstracted into pattern shapes. As usual with structural ab-
straction, equivalent structures (patterns) are collapsed into an abstract rep-
resentative, while keeping an approximate count of the number of concrete
elements collapsed. We use ω to denote an upper bound on the set of natu-
ral numbers and we write N

ω = N ∪ {ω}. A multiplicity is an element of set
M = {〈i, j〉 ∈ (N × N

ω) | i ≤ j} that is used to represent an interval of consec-
utive values taken from N

ω. Given 〈i, j〉 ∈ M, if i = j we write it as i and
if j = ω, we use i+ as short-hand. Multiplicity 1 is called concrete. Set M is
infinite, since i and j are taken from infinite sets. To ensure finiteness, we need
to define a bound of precision, which limits the possible values of i and j.

Definition 22 (bounded multiplicity). A bounded multiplicity is an element
of set Mb ⊂ M, defined, for a given bound b ∈ N, as Mb = {〈i, j〉 ∈ M | i ≤
b + 1, j ∈ {0, . . . ,b, ω}}. �
It is straightforward to define arithmetic operations and relations over multi-
plicities. For this paper, it suffices to consider (i) the subsumption relation �,
defined as 〈i, j〉 � 〈i′, j′〉 if i ≥ i′ and j ≤ j′, and (ii) relation ≤, defined as
〈i, j〉 ≤ 〈i′, j′〉 if j ≤ j′. Also, it is simple to define a function βb : M → Mb

that approximates multiplicities according to a bound b. Let M ⊂ M be a set
of multiplicities. We write

∑b
M to denote the bounded multiplicity sum over

elements of M , as a short-hand notation for βb(
∑

M). From here on we assume
the existence of two bounds, n, e ∈ N, called node and edge bounds, respectively.

Definition 23 (pattern shape). A pattern shape S is a pattern graph with
additional node and edge multiplicity functions, denoted multnS : NS →Mn and
multeS : ES →Me, respectively. �
Function multnS indicates how many concrete patterns were folded into an ab-
stract pattern node, up to bound n. Function multeS , on the other hand, counts
locally, i.e., it indicates how many edges of a certain type each of the concrete
nodes had, up to bound e. We write PShape to denote the universe of pattern
shapes and we consider multS = multnS∪multeS . Pattern graphs can be trivially ex-
tended to pattern shapes by associating multiplicity maps according to the kind
of pattern graph. For a pattern type graph T we associate the most abstract
multiplicity to all elements of T , i.e., multT (x) �→ 0+, for all x ∈ T . For any
other pattern graph P , its trivial extension is obtained by making multP (x) �→ 1,
for all x ∈ P . From here on, we consider that trivial extensions of pattern graphs
are taken when necessary. The distinct choice for multiplicities in pattern type
graphs is motivated by the definition below.
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Definition 24 (�-morphism). A �-morphism between pattern shapes X, Y ∈
PShape is a pattern graph morphism m : X → Y that relates multiplicities ac-
cording to relation �, i.e.,
– for all p′ ∈ NY ,

∑n
p∈m−1(p′) multnX(p) � multnY (p′); and

– for all d′ ∈ EY and all p ∈ NX ,
∑e

d∈C multeX(d) � multeY (d′), where C =
m−1(d′) ∩ p�X .

A pattern shape morphism is defined to be a ≤-morphism, and a �-morphism
is called a subsumption morphism. �

We write depth(S) to denote the maximum layer of pattern shape S that is not
empty, i.e., depth(S) = i ∈ N such that |N i

S | �= 0 and for all j > i, |N j
S | = 0.

Let A be a set and ≡ ⊆ A × A be an equivalence relation over A. For x ∈ A,
we write [x]≡ to denote the equivalence class of x induced by ≡, i.e., [x]≡ =
{y ∈ A | y ≡ x} and we write A/≡ to denote the set of equivalence classes in A,
i.e., A/≡ = {[x]≡ | x ∈ A}. For any C1, C2 ⊆ A, C1 ≡ C2 if for all x1 ∈ C1 there
exists x2 ∈ C2 such that x1 ≡ x2, and vice versa.

Definition 25 (pattern equivalence). Let S be a T -pattern shape and t : S→
T be the typing morphism. The pattern equivalence ≡ is defined as the smallest
symmetrical relation over NS × NS and ES × ES where
– for any p1, p2 ∈ NS, p1 ≡ p2 if t(p1) = t(p2) and for all C1 ∈ (p1�S)/≡,

there exists C2 ∈ (p2�S)/≡ such that C1 ≡ C2 and
∑e

d1∈C1
multeS(d1) =

∑e
d2∈C2

multeS(d2); and
– for any d1, d2 ∈ ES, d1 ≡ d2 if t(d1) = t(d2) and tgtS(d1) ≡ tgtS(d2). �

The definition above implies that only nodes of the same layer can be equivalent,
and that equivalent nodes have the same number of outgoing edges of each type
into the same classes. Also, note that the second condition for node equivalence
is vacuously true for nodes in layer depth(S), which gives a base case for the
inductive definition. Given ≡ we can derive a finer relation � that groups edges
per source equivalence classes: d1 � d2 if d1 ≡ d2 and srcS(d1) ≡ srcS(d2).

Definition 26 (canonical pattern shape). Let X be a T -pattern shape and
let t : X → T be the typing morphism. The canonical pattern shape of X w.r.t.
equivalence relation ≡ is the pattern shape Y , where NY = NX/≡ and EY =
EX/�, and for all [p]≡ ∈ NY , p ∈ NX , [d]� ∈ EY and d ∈ EX :
– srcY : [d]� �→ [srcX(d)]≡ and tgtY : [d]� �→ [tgtX(d)]≡;
– labY : [p]≡ �→ labT (t(p)) and labY : [d]� �→ labT (t(d));
– multnY : [p]≡ �→ ∑n

p′∈[p]≡ multnX(p′); and
– multeY : [d]� �→ ∑e

d′∈C multeX(d′), where C = (srcX(d)�X) ∩ [d]�. �

In words, nodes and edges of canonical pattern shape Y are the equivalence
classes of X , the labelling of Y takes the type associated with each equivalence
class of X , and the multiplicities of Y are the bounded sum of the multiplicities
of elements in the equivalence classes of X . Let P be a pattern graph and S be
a pattern shape. We write abstract(P ) and normalise(S) to denote the canonical
pattern shape of P and S, respectively. Morphism α : P → abstract(P ) is called
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Fig. 7. Canonical pattern shape obtained when considering the pattern graph and
equivalence relation of Figure 4. Pattern edge morphisms are not explicitly shown.
Node multiplicities are given at the upper right corner of each pattern node. All edge
multiplicities are 1 and are not shown.

an abstraction morphism and morphism Ω : S → normalise(S) is called a nor-
malisation morphism. Both α and Ω are instances of subsumption morphisms.

Figure 7 shows an example of a canonical pattern shape. We use CanPShapen,e
T

to denote the universe of canonical shapes typable by T and bounded by n and e.
Our third major result follows, establishing finiteness of the abstract state space.

Theorem 27. Given a pattern type graph T and bounds n, e ∈ N, universe
CanPShapen,e

T is finite (under isomorphism). �

We now proceed to define how pattern shapes can be transformed by rules. Given
a pattern shape S and a set of pattern nodes N ′ ⊆ NS , let N ′

� = {q ∈ NS |
∃o ∈ NS , p ∈ N ′ : o ≤S p, o ≤S q} and E′

� = {d ∈ ES | srcS(d) ∈ N ′
�}. Pair

envS(N ′) = 〈N ′
�, E′

�〉 is called the environment of N ′ in S, i.e., the pattern
graph elements that can be affected by a pattern graph transformation matched
on N ′. Environment envS(N ′) can be trivially turned into a sub-graph of S.

Definition 28 (rule pre-match/match into pattern shapes). Let S be a
T -pattern shape and r = 〈λ, ρ〉 be a pattern graph rule. A pre-match of r into S
is a pattern shape morphism μ : λ → S. We call μ a match if envS(μ(Nλ)) is a
concrete pattern graph and for all x ∈ envS(μ(Nλ)), multS(x) = 1. �
Given a match, a concrete pattern shape transformation proceeds as a pattern
graph transformation on the environment sub-graph.

Definition 29 (concrete pattern shape transformation). Let X be a T -
pattern shape, r = 〈λ, ρ〉 be a pattern graph rule, μ : λ → X be a match of r
into X, X� = envX(μ(Nλ)) ⊆ X be the environment sub-graph of μ(Nλ) in X,
and let X� =r⇒ Y ′ be a pattern graph transformation. The result of a concrete
pattern shape transformation of X is the T -pattern shape Y , where
– NY = (NX \NX�)∪NY ′ and EY = {d ∈ EX | srcX(d), tgtX(d) ∈ NY }∪EY ′ ;
– srcY = (srcX ∪ srcY ′)|EY and tgtY = (tgtX ∪ tgtY ′)|EY ;
– labY = (labX ∪ labY ′)|(NY ∪EY ); and
– multnY = (multnX ∪ multnY ′)|NY and multeY = (multeX ∪ multeY ′)|EY . �
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We write X =r⇒ Y to denote a concrete pattern shape transformation, which we
can now use to define transformations for canonical pattern shapes.

Definition 30 (canonical pattern shape transformation). Given a canon-
ical T -pattern shape X, a rule r = 〈λ, ρ〉, and a pre-match μ : λ→X, let X ′ be a
T -pattern shape such that ΩX : X ′→X is a normalisation morphism, μ′ : λ→X ′

is a match of r into X ′, and μ = ΩX ◦μ′. The canonical pattern shape transfor-
mation of X is the canonical T -pattern shape Y , where X ′ =r⇒ Y ′ is a concrete
pattern shape transformation and ΩY : Y ′ → Y is a normalisation morphism.�

Pattern shape X ′ is called a materialisation of X according to pre-match μ. An
essential property is that a materialisation always exists, for any pre-match. We
write X �r Y to denote a canonical pattern shape transformation. Similarly
to what was done with simple graphs and pattern graphs, rule applications on
pattern shapes produce a pattern shape transition system (psts).

Definition 31 (psts). A pattern shape transition system PSTS = 〈S, �, ι〉
consists of a set of states S ⊆ CanPShapen,e

T , a set of rule applications � ⊆
S×PRule×S, and an initial state ι ∈ S. A pattern graph grammar PT = 〈RT , P0〉
generates a PSTSP if ι = abstract(P0) and S is the minimal set of canonical
pattern shapes such that X ∈ S and X �r Y for r ∈ RT implies that there
exists Y ′ ∈ S such that Y 
 Y ′ and X �r Y ′ is a transition. �

Our last result establishes the connection between concrete and abstract spaces.

Theorem 32. Transition system PSTSP simulates PGTSP . �

An immediate consequence of psts being an over-approximation is that verifi-
cation can then be carried out on the abstract domain, which is always finite.
As usual with over-approximations, if a property holds at the pattern shape
level then it is guaranteed to hold at the pattern graph level; however if a prop-
erty is false for pattern shapes then we cannot be sure that it is also false
for pattern graphs since the abstraction can introduce spurious behaviour [1].
The results at the pattern graph level transfer directly to simple graphs due to
Theorem 21.

5 Related Work

Perhaps the most well-known method for the verification of infinite-state GT
systems is the Petri graph unfolding technique, by König et al., initially presented
in [1]. Given a graph grammar this method extracts an approximated unfolding:
a finite structure (called Petri graph) that is composed of a hyper-graph and a
Petri net. The Petri graph captures all structure that can occur in the reachable
graphs of the system, and dependencies for rule applications are recorded by net
transitions. The structure obtained can then be used to check safety properties in
the original system. If a spurious counter-example is introduced, the abstraction
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can be incrementally refined [10]. These techniques are implemented in the tool
augur which is now in its second version [11].

The approaches presented in [19,17] use a backwards reachability analysis for
hyper-edge replacement grammars, where a search is started from a forbidden
graph configuration and traverses backwards trying to reach an initial graph.
This technique is applied to ad-hoc network routing and heap analysis, respec-
tively, but is not guaranteed to terminate. In [5], an invariant checking method is
developed for determining statically if a given forbidden pattern is an inductive
invariant of a given rule. States that may lead to a forbidden graph are described
symbolically, yielding a representation that is both complete and finite.

Our own take on GT abstractions was inspired by the seminal work on shape
analysis by Sagiv et al. [18] and lead to theoretical results on graph shapes [13,14].
A similar approach called partner abstraction was developed in parallel by Bauer
[2,4] and later these two approaches were unified in the framework of neigh-
bourhood abstraction [3]. In [15,20] we describe the implementation effort for
integrating neighbourhood abstraction into groove [12,8], our GT tool set.

The main advantage of pattern abstraction over neighbourhood abstraction is
the flexibility in specifying which structures should be collapsed. Precision of the
neighbourhood method can be adjusted via a radius parameter but this radius is
always the same when analysing the equivalence of nodes and edges. On the other
hand, the pattern-based method is much more fine-grained: patterns of various
sizes can be represented in the type graph, and are considered independently by
the abstraction. Roughly speaking, a radius i neighbourhood abstraction can be
simulated by a pattern abstraction using a type graph T with depth i, where all
possible simple graphs of size smaller or equal to i occur as patterns in T .

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presented a new method for a property-driven abstraction of graphs,
based on a pre-defined collection of patterns of interest, represented as a pattern
type graph. Pattern-based abstraction leads to a finite over-approximation of
(infinite-state) graph transformation systems and as such the abstraction can
be used for system verification. Furthermore, the technique lends itself nicely to
abstraction refinement: one can start with a rather minimal type graph and then
add more patterns to it to make the abstraction more precise when necessary.

The theory here presented, while sound, still leaves certain steps under-
specified. In particular, the materialisation of canonical pattern shapes is of
importance, since it may have a significant influence on the size of abstract state
spaces. Based on our previous experience of implementing the theory of neigh-
bourhood abstraction, we defer the definition of a materialisation algorithm to
a later implementation phase, when a proper practical analysis of the trade-off
between performance and abstraction precision can be made.

An interesting side-effect of developing a theory of pattern graph transformation
is that structures used in incremental pattern matching like RETEnetworks [9] can
now also be formalised as pattern graphs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first time such structures were considered under a more formal focus.
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We plan to implement this new theory into groove, so that experiments can
be carried out to gauge how suitable the proposed abstraction is in practice.
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